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From Basic to Advanced (and everything in between) 

SIMPLE but works ADVANCED but necessary 

Polar Vortex Winds Nitrous Oxide Mixing 

Ozone Depletion 

http://www.jhu.edu/~dwaugh1/gallery/crista-anim.gif


Proof Everything…and have someone else proof it too! 



A Balancing Act 



A Graphic Disaster 

Lightning Strike Data Tried to show lightning strikes along path of aircraft 






Be sure to review your graphics from a “layman’s” perspective 
What’s a possible problem with these graphics? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphic is a plot of the urgent pilot reports from 2002-2010Solution: Make sure to explain it right off the bat…the airplane icons have nothing to do with the direction the aircraft were flying!For the Aspen image you may not want the “sky” in there if it is going to be used for a weather case as people might think that you are trying to depict the actual day in question



Be sure you can ‘defend’ each point labeled on your 
graphics & animations 

Gust Front 

Microburst 






Don’t feel pressure to create “Star Wars” when all you can do is 
“The Lost World”  

Star Wars 1925 silent movie ‘The Lost World’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data and information you have dictate what you can produce graphically.You can still get your point across



A picture is worth a thousand words 

Theoretical  Actual 



Two ‘non-meteorologist’ VIP’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is difficult to be a “jack of all trades”









The “Money Shot” Graphic 



”Info-Graphics” 



Presenting the Complex to the Judy & Jury  

Trace from Transmissometer on Runway (Source: NTSB)  





Thank You 

elizabeth@weatherextreme.com 
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